Eminence

Eminence
Specifications:
Made from 100% Carefree® PP

Eminence – the softer, silkier, Saxony

Yarn
Available in 4m & 5m widths
F eaturing our Combi-bac®

The Saxony market has been influenced by soft touch carpet in recent times, with
consumer trends leading to the demand for more luxurious carpets.
Eminence gives a softer feel and silkier look and yet is constructed with
performance fibres ensuring durability and bleach-cleanable characteristics.
Available in 12 on-trend colourways, the range not only meets the demand for
premium carpet, but also matches the continued consumer desire for soft pastel
tones.
Eminence also benefits from our 100% bleach cleanable guarantee. The range
comes with the most comprehensive 10-year wear and stain warranty in the
industry – protecting against absolutely any stain (other than gloss paint).

backing
M
 ade with 2-ply yarn
Available in 12 plain colours
M
 oth proof
1
 0-year wear and stain warranty
S uitable for heavy domestic
and moderate commercial use
Available with Furlong Flooring’s
preferred day delivery
commitment

Featuring Combi-bac® – fault free backing
Eminence features our revolutionary soft backing, Combi-bac®, which is bringing
a wealth of benefits to retailers, contractors, house-builders and consumers.
 o more delamination. Combi-bac®’s flexible nature means the risk of carpet
N
separating from its backing is eradicated

Free 10 year wear
and stain warranty for
complete peace of mind.

100% bleach
cleanable fibres. Keeping
your carpet looking great
and easy to clean.

Combi-bac.
The ultimate backing for
a carefree installation.

Manufactured in the
United Kingdom.

6 times the yield of normal secondary backing
Install friendly backing which reduces the chance of scuffing
Minimised likelihood of creasing during transit

Find out more about our ranges by visiting: furlongflooring.com
To arrange a sample or enquire about stocking the range, call our team on:
01322 628 700 or email enquiries@furlongflooring.com

www.furlongflooring.com

